Abstract-Fault-based side-channel cryptanalysis is very effective against symmetric and asymmetric encryption algorithms. Although straightforward hardware and time redundancy-based concurrent error detection (CED) architectures can be used to thwart such attacks, they entail significant overheads (either area or performance). The authors investigate systematic approaches to low-cost low-latency CED techniques for symmetric encryption algorithms based on inverse relationships that exist between encryption and decryption at algorithm level, round level, and operation level and develop CED architectures that explore tradeoffs among area overhead, performance penalty, and fault detection latency. The proposed techniques have been validated on FPGA implementations of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) finalist 128-bit symmetric encryption algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Until recently cryptoanalysts analyzed cipher systems by modeling them as ideal mathematical objects and applying conventional techniques such as differential cryptanalysis [1] and linear cryptanalysis [2] . Although these techniques are very useful in exploring weaknesses in algorithms, they do not exploit weaknesses in their software/hardware implementations. Implementation of (crypto) algorithms, either in hardware or software, leaks information via side-channels such as time consumed or power dissipated by the operations used, electromagnetic radiation emitted by the device, and faulty computations due to the deliberately induced faults. Mathematical analysis techniques can be combined with such side-channel information to reveal the secret key and/or the implementation details of the cipher. These rigorous side-channel analysis attacks are much more powerful compared to the pure mathematical techniques. Kelsey et al. showed that even a small amount of side-channel information is sufficient to break some of the common ciphers [3] . For example, differential fault analysis (DFA) side-channel attack requires between 50 to 200 cipher text blocks (no plain text) to recover a key of symmetric block cipher Data Encryption Standard (DES), while the best nonside-channel attack requires approximately 64 terabytes of plain text and cipher text encrypted under a single key.
Side-channel attacks are a serious threat since they can be applied against a wide variety of applications. Some of the examples include intellectual proprietary rights violations (for example, reverse engineering the pay-TV smart cards, prepayment meter tokens, remote locking devices for cars, or SIM cards for GSM mobile phones [13] ), extraction of the secret information (such as the pin number, health records and bank history) stored in a small smart cards, etc. Side-channel attacks can be thwarted by carefully designing the software/hardware to either reduce the amount of side-channel Manuscript received June 11, 2001 ; revised March 20, 2002 . This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under CAREER Award CCR 996139. This paper was recommended by Associate Editor S. Reddy. R. Karri, K. Wu, and P. Mishra are with the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, Polytechnic University, Brooklyn, NY, 11201 USA (e-mail: ramesh@india.poly.edu, kwu03@utopia.poly.edu; pmishr01@utopia.poly.edu).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TCAD. 2002.804378 information that leaks, such as using appropriate shielding to reduce electromagnetic radiation, or by making the leakage irrelevant, such as by using techniques that perform redundant random computations to defeat timing and power attacks. Eliminating side-channel information or preventing it from being used to attack a secure system is an active area of research. Several side-channel attacks and ad hoc counter measures have been proposed. Denying an attacker the ability to monitor the internal states can defeat processor flag based side-channel attack against RC5 encryption algorithm [4] and Hamming weight-based side-channel attack against DES encryption algorithm [5] . Timing attacks exploit timing characteristics of the implementation of operations used in a cipher to break it [6] , [7] . A simple counter measure for such attacks is to make the time for any operation independent of the input [6] . Another counter measure involves blinding. Blinding modifies the basic computation in such a way that it produces correct results but with the details of the modification invisible to the attacker [6] . A differential power analysis (DPA) attack divides the encryption time into a number of time slots. Then, one power measurement is taken in each slot for different input plain texts. A small number of these measurements will correlate with each bit of internal stage during encryption. This attack does not require much knowledge of the implementation and yields both key and enough information to derive a model of the device [8] . Solutions to thwart DPA include masking the side-channel power information by performing random calculations, adding complementary circuits to mirror the real encryption calculations, and varying the order of the operations in software implementations. Electromagnetic radiation-based attacks utilize the fact that the application of square wave signals and high switching frequencies in digital equipment leads to radiation of electromagnetic fields. These EMFs contain frequency components up into the ultra-high frequency (UHF) region, which can be used to reconstruct the original signal or data being processed by the device [9] . Counter measures against such radiation-based attacks include modifying devices and instruments by changing procedures and circuitry, reducing radiation level, heterodyning by noise or signals from external sources, shielding, interlocking, and filtering [10] .
A relatively new and more serious threat is fault-based side-channel cryptanalysis that is based on the observation that errors induced in the cryptodevices leak information about the implemented cryptoalgorithms. These attacks are very practical since it is reasonable to assume that certain levels of radiation or heat, incorrect voltage, or atypical clock rate could be imposed on tamperproof devices. Such a physical stress can cause the device to malfunction and leak side-channel information. Several off-line and on-line counter measures have been proposed, though on-line schemes are more common for systems with high availability requirements.
Unfortunately, existing counter measures against side-channel attacks suffer from a variety of drawbacks, including large time and/or hardware overhead, severe performance degradation, and need to alter the algorithm implementation (which takes significant effort). In addition, they are ad hoc techniques. In this paper, we will investigate systematic approaches to low-cost low-latency counter measures against the fault-based side-channel cryptanalysis of symmetric encryption algorithms and develop architectures to explore the tradeoffs among area overhead, performance penalty, and fault detection latency.
II. FAULT-BASED SIDE-CHANNEL CRYPTANALYSIS
Boneh et al. presented the first fault-based side-channel attack against devices that use public-key cryptography [11] . For example, [12] , while a fault-based attack can be successfully applied to the modulus of any length. A University of Singapore team presented another fault-based side-channel attack against tamperproof RSA devices [14] . Their fault model assumes a bit flip in the secret exponent or in the cipher text and compares the faulty plain text with the correct plaintext to localize the faulty bit and identify its value.
More recently, Biham and Shamir presented a fault-based side-channel cryptanalysis of DES symmetric block cipher [15] . DES divides 64-bit data block into 32-bit left and right blocks and applies 16 rounds of encryption, with each round using a distinct round key. These round keys are derived from the secret key using the key expansion operation. They presented a transient fault-based differential fault analysis (DFA) attack and a permanent fault-based non-DFA attack to recover the last round key by using less than 200 cipher texts. A DFA attack assumes that one bit of data in one of the 16 rounds is flipped with a uniform probability and tries to identify that round to recover the last round key. A non-DFA attack inflicts a permanent fault, for example sticking the LSB of the register containing the left-half of data to 0 and analyzes the cipher to recover the last round key. After this, both the attacks can proceed in two ways: since the last round key contains 48 of the 56 bits of the user key, the attacker may either try all the possible remaining 2 8 combinations or peel off the last round of encryption to analyze the preceding rounds. Floyd et al. presented a similar DFA attack on RC5 (a precursor to RC6) by introducing the register faults and then comparing the faulty result with the correct one to obtain the round keys [16] . They found the round key of last round first, then the round key of the round before last, and so on.
Biham and Shamir extended their fault model to show that DFA can uncover the structure of an unknown cryptosystem implemented in the smart card. This attack was based on the following asymmetric properties of EEPROMs: it is much easier to induce a 1 ! 0 bit flip than to induce a 0 ! 1 bit flip. This attack used DES as the unknown cipher and required only about 500 faulty cipher texts to identify the bits of the right half, up to 5000 faulty cipher texts to identify the S-boxes (nonlinear substitution operation) and their input and output bits and about 10 000 faulty cipher texts to reconstruct the DES S-boxes.
Anderson and Kuhn described additional fault-based side-channel attacks in their paper on low-cost attacks on temper-resistant devices [17] . In one of the attacks, they assumed that the instruction memory of the smart cards could be corrupted. If in a process loop variable controlling the number of rounds is changed to the value 1, encryption executes just one round, thereby compromising the round key. Another attack focused on the chip-writing ability of the attacker. Assuming that the attacker is familiar with the implementation, he can extract keys from the card by overwriting specific memory locations.
Very little of the published literature discusses systematic techniques for protection against fault-based side-channel cryptanalysis.
Concurrent error detection (CED) followed by suppression of the corresponding faulty output has been suggested as an approach to tolerate fault-based side-channel cryptanalysis. CED can be performed by straightforward duplication and comparison of encryption and decryption hardware yielding more than 100% hardware overhead. In a custom CED approach a spare module of each type is used to detect faults in all hardware modules of that type. VINCI, a hardware implementation of the 128-bit symmetric block cipher IDEA [18] , used one spare module of each type of hardware unit (for example, a spare multiplier, adder etc.) for CED. The Spares-based approach is suitable only for block ciphers that use arithmetic operators, such as IDEA and RC6. Although hardware is not duplicated, an extra module for each operation type entails considerable hardware overhead, especially for encryption algorithms like Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and DES that use nonarithmetic operations such as S-Boxes.
The time redundancy-based CED approach involves encrypting (decrypting) the data a second time followed by the comparison of two results. Wolter et al. developed a CED technique for symmetric block cipher IDEA [19] wherein the test data was encrypted and then decrypted. This approach entails more than 100% time overhead. Further, it can tolerate only transient faults if the input traverses identical paths through the encryption and decryption data paths both the times.
Another CED approach involves encoding the message before encryption and checking it for errors after decryption. Wolter et al. developed a CED scheme for symmetric block cipher IDEA [19] wherein they used residue codes for fault detection in adders, multipliers, and XORs. Area overhead of this approach is due to the encoders at the input and decoders at the output to translate the plain and cipher texts into the internal code words. A simple encoding scheme of setting several bits of the message to a particular fixed value, 0 or 1, was proposed in [20] . A mismatch between these fixed bits of deciphered text and the original plain text detects an error. This scheme results in significantly less area overhead when compared to other encoding schemes but has large fault detection latency and performance penalty since it uses some of the bits in messages for error detection. This scheme is targeted to detect faults in the transmission channel; encrypted data is transmitted and the fault is detected after decryption at the receiver.
In this paper, we investigate systematic approaches to low-cost low-latency CED of symmetric block ciphers. These CED techniques exploit the inverse relationships that exist between encryption and decryption at various levels; any input data that is passed successively through encryption and decryption process/round/operation is recovered. The proposed techniques offer optimum tradeoff between area and time overhead, performance, and fault detection latency. Further, they require minimal modification to the encryption device (encryption and decryption modules are unaffected) and are easily applicable to most of the symmetric block ciphers.
III. SYMMETRIC BLOCK CIPHERS
A complete architecture of symmetric block cipher contains a key expansion module, an encryption module, and a decryption module. The key expansion module expands the user key to generate round keys and loads them into the key RAM prior to encryption or decryption. Using the round keys cipher encrypts (decrypts) the plain (cipher) text and generates the cipher (plain) text.
Symmetric block ciphers have an iterative looping structure. All the rounds of encryption and decryption are identical in general, with each round using several operations and round key(s) to process the input data, as shown in Fig. 1 . Exceptions include cipher with slightly different first and last rounds and ciphers with pre-and postprocessing steps. A round of encryption (decryption) performs a series of opera-tions on the input data block and the round key(s) to generate the intermediate output data block. An output data block is then used as input Decryption is the inverse of encryption. The inverse relationship exists at three levels. The first level is at the operation level-encryption and decryption use mutually inverse operations, such as addition-subtraction, left rotation-right rotation, XOR-XOR etc. For example, a cipher text that is encrypted by left rotating the plain text Y bits can be right rotated by Y bits to recover the plain text. The inverse relationship between symmetric encryption and decryption extends to the round level. Consider an encryption round that adds X to the plain text, left rotates the result by Y bits, and then XORs with the key Z. Its corresponding decryption round must XOR the cipher text with key Z, right rotate by Y bits, and then subtract X. Finally, the inverse relationship between encryption and decryption exists at the algorithm level as well. The encryption algorithm consists of several encryption rounds with a sequence number from 1 to R and the ith encryption round is the inverse of the (R 0 i + 1)th decryption round. Plain text processed through encryption and decryption successively is recovered. We will discuss AES finalist 128-bit symmetric block ciphers within this framework.
RC6 symmetric block cipher encryption supports 20 rounds with each round using two round keys [21] . Four additional keys are used during pre-and postprocessing. Each round of encryption uses two multiplications, two additions, two XOR operations, two fixed rotations, and two variable rotations.
Rijndael symmetric block cipher supports multiple key lengths (128, 192, or 256 bits) and multiple block sizes (128, 192 or 256 bits) [22] . A 128-bit block 128-bit key Rijndael encryption supports ten rounds, with each round using one round key. An additional key is used during preprocessing. Intuitively, Rijndael operates on a two-dimensional Serpent is a 128-bit block cipher that uses a 256-bit key [23] . Serpent encryption consists of 32 rounds and pre-and postprocessing. Each round uses one round key (except for the last round, which uses two round keys). Exclusive-or (XOR) of 128-bit round key with 128-bit round input, nonlinear substitution and linear transformation that performs bit-wise exclusive-or on selected input bits are the operations used in a round of encryption.
MARS supports a variable key size ranging from 128 to over 400 bits [25] . MARS encryption consists of 32 rounds -8 forward-mixing rounds, 16 main keyed transformation rounds each using two round keys, and 8 backward-mixing rounds. During pre and post processing four round keys are added to the input data.
Twofish cipher supports variable length key up to 256 bits [24] . The cipher comprises of 16 rounds with each round using 2 round keys. Due to the common encryption and decryption data path CED architectures of Twofish are different from those of other block ciphers. A more detailed description is provided in the next section. Table I summarizes various operations used by these 128-bit symmetric block ciphers in their encryption rounds. We have tried to present the operations in the order they are used within an encryption round. In some ciphers the order of the operations and the order of the keys in decryption is the exact inverse of that in encryption. Similarly, in some ciphers, such as Rijndael and Serpent, operations used in decryption are inverses of the corresponding encryption operations. Detailed description of each of these algorithms can be found in [21] - [25] .
IV. CONCURRENT ERROR DETECTION OF SYMMETRIC BLOCK CIPHERS
A complete encryption device consists of an encryption module, a decryption module, a key ram, an input port, and an output port. Protection of cryptodevices entails protecting the encryption/decryption data paths as well as the key ram used to hold the round keys. Significant work has been done to protect the RAM using parity bit coding, Hamming coding, etc [26] . Hamming code is able to correct one bit fault and detect multiple bits faults in the protected word. However, it involves more hardware than parity bit code that can detect only the odd number of faults in the protected code. Since we need only error detection capability, parity bit code is a better choice when considering the fault probability and area overhead tradeoffs. In this paper, we do not address CED for key RAMs and results of FPGA implementations in Section V will exclude the corresponding overheads. We propose systematic approaches to low-cost low-latency concurrent error detection techniques for encryption and decryption data paths. We describe algorithm level, round level, and operation level CED techniques that exploit the inverse relationship properties at different levels of symmetric encryption algorithms.
We initially assume that the device operates in half duplex mode (i.e., when encryption is performed, decryption module is idle and vice versa) and exploit this feature during CED. As mentioned earlier, due to its involution property Twofish is an exception since it requires only a single data path to carry out encryption and decryption in half-duplex mode. Since a symmetric block cipher uses the same set of round keys for both encryption and decryption, they can be generated a priori, stored in the key ram and retrieved in any order depending upon whether encryption or decryption is in progress. We then extend the proposed techniques to full duplex mode (i.e., when encryption and decryption modules are simultaneously processing incoming data) by trading off throughput and CED capability. The tradeoff between CED capability and throughput is analyzed in a later section.
A. Algorithm Level CED
The algorithm level CED approach shown in Fig. 2 exploits the inverse relationship at the algorithm level. Plain text is processed through the encryption module, which is then disabled (or processes next block of data) and the decryption module is enabled to decrypt the cipher text. A copy of plain text is also temporarily stored in a register. The output of decryption is compared with this copy of the input plain text and an error signal is set and the faulty cipher text is suppressed when there is a mismatch. Algorithm level CED during decryption is similar. Area overhead includes an additional register to store the original input, a comparator module, and a few multiplexers at the inputs of encryption, decryption, and comparator modules.
Since round keys are stored in a key RAM subsequent blocks of plain text (cipher text) cannot be processed until both encryption and decryption of current plain text (cipher text) is finished (otherwise different round keys need to be accessed simultaneously from the RAM by encryption and decryption modules). Time overhead of encryption (decryption) for one block of data with algorithm level CED is twice the time it takes for encryption (without CED) of one block of data.
The time to encrypt N blocks of input data using algorithm level CED is 2N 2 the time for basic encryption of one block of data, which is 
B. Round Level CED
A closer look at the symmetric block ciphers reveals that the inverse relationship between encryption and decryption exists at the round level as well. Any input data that is passed successively through one encryption round and the corresponding decryption round is recovered. For almost all the symmetric block cipher algorithms, the first round of encryption corresponds to the last round of decryption; the second round of encryption corresponds to the last but one round of decryption, and so on. Based on this observation, fault-detection computations can also be performed at the round level. At the beginning of each encryption round input data is stored in a register before being fed to the round module. After one round of encryption is finished output is fed to the corresponding round of decryption. Output of the decryption round is then compared with the input data that was saved previously. If there is a mismatch, encryption process is halted and an error is signaled. Encryption with round level CED is shown in Fig. 3 .
Performance penalty for encrypting one block of data with round level CED is only one round, that is, n clock cycles. This is because the current round of decryption (for CED) can start concurrently with the next round of encryption. Further, the fault detection latency in the worst case is twice the time required for one round. Since each round takes n clock cycles, this equals 2 2 n clock cycles. Area overhead of round level CED is due to the additional registers, comparators, multiplexers, and complex controller. Table II shows Since Twofish has a single data path its round level CED is implemented as follows. At the beginning of each encryption round input data is stored in a register before it is fed to the round module. After a round of encryption is over output is fed to the same round module for decryption (to perform CED). Output of decryption is then compared with the input data that was saved previously. Since there is only one round module that carries both encryption and decryption (for CED), the following round of encryption has to be stalled until the decryption (for CED) of current round of encryption is finished. This results in 100% performance penalty and can only detect transient faults. Fault detection latency in this case is the time taken by one round of encryption and decryption.
C. Operation Level CED
Depending on the block cipher and its hardware implementation, each round may consume multiple clock cycles. Each round can be partitioned into operations (with each operation consuming one or more clock cycles) such that the operations of encryption and corresponding operations of decryption satisfy the inverse relationship. Consequently, applying input data through an encryption operation and the corresponding decryption inverse-operation yields the original input data. This is shown in Fig. 4 .
The dotted boundary on the left shows the rth encryption round while the dotted boundary on the right shows the (R 0r+1)th decryption round, where R is the total number of rounds in encryption/decryption.
Further, Fig. 4 shows that the first operation of the encryption round corresponds to the mth (that is, last) operation of the decryption round.
Output from operation 1 of encryption is fed into the corresponding (inverse) operation m of decryption. Such an operation level CED further improves the fault detection latency. In addition, it localizes the fault to the hardware implementing the operation. On the other hand, complexity of the design increases, as additional multiplexers, registers, and comparators are required. Also, a larger delay due to the additional multiplexers incurs additional performance penalty.
The operation level inverse relationship between encryption and decryption for the AES symmetric block ciphers is summarized in Table III . For Serpent and Rijndael, operations shown in the Encryption column are inverses of the operations shown in the Decryption column. For RC6 and MARS, the first operation (Operation 1 in RC6 and E-Function in MARS) of encryption is identical to (and not the inverse of) the first operation of decryption. In this case, fault detection is achieved by performing computation on the encryption and decryption hardware and by comparing the two results. However, the second operation of encryption and decryption are inverses of one another.
Operations 1 and 2 of Twofish satisfy the involution property. The performance penalty is only one clock cycle since Operation 2 of the encryption can be carried in parallel with the Operation 1 of decryption (for CED) and the fault detection latency is two clock cycles. Table IV summarizes Table IV has been computed similarly. Duration of a clock cycle varies across different ciphers as well as different architectures of the same cipher.
D. Comparison of Algorithm, Round, and Operation Level CED Approaches

E. Discussion
Straightforward duplication of the encryption and decryption data paths results in two copies of encryptions hardware and two copies of decryption hardware and is suitable for encryption devices operating in full duplex mode. The basic idea of our approaches is that given an encryption device that operates in half-duplex mode of operation, we utilize the decryption data path to validate the encryption data path and vice versa. Since both encryption and decryption data paths are busy when encrypting or decrypting one block of data, the proposed approaches are suitable for devices that operate in half duplex mode.
Since all successive inputs plain text are encrypted and then decrypted to ensure fault-free operation, maximum CED capability is achieved and the check frequency is 100%. Check frequency is defined as the ratio between the number of plain text that goes through both encryption and decryption (for CED) and the number of the total processed plain texts. Check frequency can be reduced to enable full duplex mode operation. For example, if only every fourth input plain texts goes through both encryption and decryption modules device operates in full duplex mode 75% of the time. Check frequency can be tuned to tradeoff throughput and reliability as well as security.
For a design with CED capability, faults in the additional logic added for CED also affects the performance of cryptodevices. The more the area overhead, the more vulnerable the device is. Our approaches reduce the area overhead by utilizing the existing encryption and decryption data path, thereby minimizing the faults due to the additional logic required for CED. We assume the comparator to be self-checking.
Symmetric encryption algorithms can operate in multiple modes such as Electronic Code Book (ECB), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC), and Output Feed Back (OFB). In the ECB mode, plain text is used directly as input data block to the block cipher. In other words, each block of plain text has a corresponding cipher text value and vice versa. In the CBC mode, the first block of plain text is exclusive-ored with an initialization vector (IV) before encryption. Then, the first block of cipher text is exclusive-ored with the next block of plain text to form the next input data block and so on. In the OFB mode plain text is divided into data blocks of K bits each. An IV of length L is placed in the least significant bits of the input data block with the unused bits set to 0. Input block is processed through an encryption module to produce an output data block. Exclusive-oring a K-bit plain text data block with the most significant K bits of the output data block produces the cipher text. Discarding K bits of the old IV and concatenating the old plain text data block to the result derives the new IV. These block cipher modes can be categorized into feedback and nonfeedback modes. In the feedback mode (CBC, OFB) successive input blocks cannot be processed until the encryption/decryption of the current data block is finished. In the nonfeedback mode (ECB) input data blocks are independent of the current and subsequent output data blocks. Pipelining can be applied in the nonfeedback mode to improve the throughput at the cost of increasing the hardware. Since these operation modes do not affect the data flow of encryption /decryption, our approaches can be used with encryption algorithms operating in any of these modes. For example, encryption with the proposed CED schemes in CBC mode can be implemented by exclusive-oring the incoming plain text and the current cipher text to form the next input block without affecting the internal CED structure. We implemented AES finalists in the ECB mode without pipelining and the results are presented in the next section.
V. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION-BASED VALIDATION
Validation of the proposed CED techniques was carried out by implementing the 128-bit symmetric block ciphers with different CED mechanisms on a Xilinx FPGA device, XCV1000BG560-6. All CED architectures were modeled in VHDL and functionally verified using Modeltech's Modelsim VHDL simulator. Synplicity's Synplify was used for synthesis and Xilinx Foundation PAR tool was used for mapping and place and route. Due to the resource limitations we did not implement MARS. Similarly, due to the large performance penalty we did not implement the round level CED scheme for Twofish. Results of our various FPGA implementations are presented in Table V . Area is computed as the number of Virtex slices used. One Virtex Slice contains two look-up tables and one look-up table can implement four-input-one-output logic functions. Throughput of a cipher represents the total number of bits encrypted per second and is calculated as the number of bits encrypted/(operation cycles 3 clock duration).
Performance degradation is obtained as: 1 0(throughput of CED architecture/ throughput of basic architecture).
From Table V , it can be seen that the clock frequency and detection latency decrease, while the area overhead increases, as the granularity of CED increases. Decrease in fault detection latency/increase in area and decrease in fault detection latency/decrease in throughput ratios are more significant between algorithm level CEDs and round level CEDs than they are between round level CEDs and operation level CEDs. Maximum performance degradation is 31.31% while the maximum area overhead is 39.20%. The main area overhead of our approaches is due to the additional multiplexers. FPGA implementation of multiplex is not efficient and is equivalent to an adder with the same bit width. This increases the overhead associated with our approaches. In addition, these are the results for unoptimized reference implementations.
VI. CED CASE STUDY: 128-BIT RIJNDAEL BLOCK CIPHER
Since Rijndael has been chosen as the AES, we use it as our case study. A 128-bit Rijndael symmetric block cipher uses 11 rounds each for encryption and decryption. A decryption round is realized by applying the inverse of the operations used in the encryption round (s-box, shift-row, mix-column, and key addition) in the reverse order. Consequently, the sequence of operations in a decryption round is: key-subtraction ! inverse mix column ! inverse shift-row ! inverse s-box. In our AES implementation one round of encryption (decryption) consumes four clock cycles. Therefore, encrypting (decrypting) one 128-bit block of plain (cipher) text consumes 11 2 4 = 44 clock cycles. Round keys are stored in a register file for use during encryption and decryption.
Incorporation of algorithm level CED into Rijndael is straightforward. Since we already have individual encryption and decryption to control data flow. Fault detection latency using this approach is 44 2 2 = 88 clock cycles. Fig. 5(a) shows the round-level CED architecture of Rijndael. Thin, dotted horizontal lines denote clock cycle boundaries, while thick, solid and dotted lines denote flow of plain and cipher text, respectively. Output of an encryption-round component is fed to the decryption-round component after each round of processing. Output of decryption-round component is then compared to the input to the encryption round using a comparator. The comparator generates an error signal if there is a mismatch. Since the comparison is executed at the end of each decryption round, fault detection latency is reduced to eight clock cycles (four cycles each for a round of encryption and decryption). Clock duration increases from 21.3 to 27.74 ns since comparator adds delay in the critical path.
Finally, the inverse relationships that exist at the operation level can be exploited for implementing CED with lowest fault detection latency. Fig. 6 shows the CED architecture for s-box and inverse s-box pair of Rijndael. Identical architectures are used for other encryption and decryption operations. Fault detection latency for the operation level CED is reduced to two clock cycles. The additional benefit of operation level CED is that it can also identify the faulty operation module pair. Table V shows that algorithm-level CED and round-level CED have comparable area overheads (approximately 20%), while operationlevel CED has approximately 38% area overhead. Performance degradation of the algorithm-level CED is 61% while round-level and operation-level CED has comparable performance degradation (25%).
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented algorithm level, round level, and operation level CED architectures for symmetric block ciphers. Our techniques are algorithm-independent and can be applied to almost any symmetric block cipher. Based on the FPGA implementations, we conclude that round level CED architectures better optimize the area overhead, performance penalty, and fault detection latencies. However, operation level CED should be chosen when fault localization is important. Among all the AES symmetric encryption algorithms, Rijndael and Serpent are good candidates for implementing algorithm level, round level, and operation level CED. The proposed scheme introduces moderate area overhead and interconnect complexity to achieve permanent as well as transient fault tolerance. This approach assumes that the key RAM, comparator, or both encryption and decryption modules simultaneously are not under attack or faulty.
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Abstract-A formulation of core-based system-on-chip (SoC) test scheduling as a network transportation problem is presented. Given a set of tests, with demands for transportation of test bits (either for test stimuli or test response) and unrelated parallel test resources (e.g., test access mechanisms or built-in self-test engines), the authors determine the start times and resource mappings of all the tests such that the finish time for the complete SoC test is minimized. The problem is -hard and they present an approximation algorithm using a result from the solution of the single source unsplittable flow problem. The proposed method uses the number of test bits that need to be transported for a test as the invariant and is hence relatively independent of the test application and execution model. Experimental results on benchmark SoCs demonstrate that their method outperforms the state-of-the-art integer linear programming formulations, not only in terms of schedule quality, but also significantly reduces the computation time.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The widening design productivity gap between very large scale integration (VLSI) system capacities and design engineering capability in a limited time to market scenario has prompted many design groups to adopt a policy of design reuse at the core level [13] . Typical cores include CPUs like MIPS and ARM, network controllers, embedded memories, DSP cores and associated peripherals like the IEEE 1394 Firewire and UARTs. As has been noted in [24] , reusability of design alone is not sufficient, as the verification and test generation efforts now dominate the typical design time. Reusability of tests is crucial for reducing total design time.
This raises the problem of test knowledge transfer and physical test application. The proposed IEEE P1500 Standard on Embedded Core Test (SECT) [23] , [8] provides facilities for test knowledge transfer using Core Test Language (CTL) [12] and has suggested various test wrapper mechanisms for providing test access to embedded cores. The complete problem of core test application can be divided into three subproblems: 1) the test access mechanism (TAM) design problem [4] ; 2) the wrapper design problem [17] ; and 3) the test scheduling problem [3] , respectively. Unfortunately, all the three problems are NP-hard, and hence optimal solutions to them cannot be obtained without significant computational effort. In this paper, we focus our attention on the embedded core test scheduling problem (ECTSP). The major technical contributions of this paper are as follows.
A. Analysis of the Embedded Core-Based SoC Test Scheduling Problem (ECTSP) and its Formulation as a Single Source Unsplittable Flow Problem
We present an approximation algorithm for minimizing the finish time for the system-on-chip (SoC) test, under very few restrictive as- 
